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Polynomial Systems from Certain Difierential
Equations
DONGMING WANGy
LEIBNIZ{IMAG, 46 avenue F¶elix Viallet, 38031 Grenoble Cedex, France
In this paper, combined elimination techniques are applied to establish relations among
center conditions for certain cubic difierential systems initially investigated by Kukles
in 1944. The obtained relations clarify recent rediscoveries of some known conditions of
Cherkas. The computational di–culties of establishing the complete center conditions
for Kukles’ system, a problem that is still open, are illustrated by interactive elimination.
Some generated polynomial systems that need be solved are made available electronically
for other developers to test elimination algorithms and their implementations.
c° 1999 Academic Press
1. Introduction
We are concerned with center conditions for a class of cubic difierential systems which
were initially investigated by Kukles (1944a). The original conditions of Kukles were
discovered by Cherkas (1978), Jin and Wang (1990) and Christopher and Lloyd (1990)
to be incomplete; meanwhile, new conditions were derived by these authors (see Lloyd
and Pearson, 1990, 1992; Christopher, 1994). In this paper we examine the relation-
ship among the existing conditions by applying combined elimination methods based on
characteristic sets (Wu, 1984), Gro˜bner bases (Buchberger, 1985) and triangular systems
(Wang, 1993). The involved computational di–culty makes it impossible to accomplish
the tasks using a single method. The relations we have established clarify that the recently
discovered center conditions are already covered by those of Cherkas (1978). Establishing
the complete center conditions for Kukles’ system is still an open problem. By using a
computational approach, the problem can be reduced partly to decomposing systems of
polynomial equations. Nevertheless, the occurring polynomials are too large in terms of
degree and number of terms to be manageable. We give some interactive steps to show
the computational di–culties in dealing with these polynomials. It appears that they
are beyond the reach of available elimination techniques based on characteristic sets,
Gro˜bner bases and resultants.
Besides being a progress report on the Kukles’ problem, this work also demonstrates
the role, power and current limitation of elimination algorithms and tools in dealing with
large polynomial systems. Some of the generated systems which need to be decomposed
are made available electronically. We propose the problem of solving these systems as
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an open challenge for testing elimination algorithms and their implementations and call
for solutions from algorithm and software developers. It is hoped that our dissemina-
tion of the still-unsolved polynomial systems may inspire further improvements on both
algorithms and software packages for polynomial elimination.
Kukles’ system is of special interest, partly because in the theory of oscillations, non-
linear, non-conservative systems may be represented by the following oscillator equation
d2x
dt2
+ x = Q
µ
x;
dx
dt
¶
; (1.1)
where Q is a polynomial function of x and dx=dt. When a new variable y = dx=dt is
introduced, equation (1.1) may be written as a difierential system of the form
dx
dt
= y;
dy
dt
= ¡x+Q(x; y): (1.2)
Let l and m be the lowest and the highest total degree of Q(x; y), respectively. Kukles
(1944a, b) established some general criteria for the existence of a center for system (1.2)
with l = 2. Applying these criteria to the cases m = 3 and 5, he obtained certain
conditions which were supposed to be necessary and su–cient. By Kukles’ system and
the Kukles’ problem in this paper, we mean system (1.2) with l = 2 and m = 3, and the
problem of determining the complete center conditions for Kukles’ system. Verifying and
establishing center conditions for system (1.2), with l = 2 and m > 3, are more di–cult
open problems that remain for future research.
Part of the signiflcance of distinguishing between a center and a focus is related to the
number and construction of limit cycles, the second part of Hilbert’s 16th problem (see,
for example, Hilbert, 1901; Lloyd and Pearson, 1990, 1994). For the latter, it is desirable
to flnd flne foci of high order. This also motivates the study of two centers or two foci
for Kukles’ system (Chen et al., 1996).
For polynomial elimination, the Kukles’ problem provides a particularly interesting
example: the involved intermediate polynomial computations are very complex, while the
flnal results to be achieved are simple expressions. A long-standing, open mathematical
problem might have been settled if one succeeds in solving a few concrete polynomial
systems once and for all. It is challenging.
2. Center Conditions for Kukles’ System
What we refer to as Kukles’ system is the system (1.2) of difierential equations with
Q(x; y) = a20x2 + a11xy + a02y2 + a30x3 + a21x2y + a12xy2 + a03y3; (2.1)
a cubic polynomial in x and y with indeterminate coe–cients. The origin O (with x = y =
0) is a critical point of Kukles’ system. It is called a center for the system if every orbit
in a neighborhood of O is closed; otherwise, the critical point O is a focus for Kukles’
system. Section 4 contains more information about what a center is. The problem of
establishing the necessary and su–cient conditions under which O is a center (or center
conditions for short) for the system in question was studied by Kukles (1944a) 55 years
ago. He showed that the origin is a center for the system \ifi" one of the following four
sets of conditions holds
fi = a30a211 + a21‚ = 0;
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fl = (3a03‚+ ‚2 + a12a211)a21 ¡ 3a03‚2 ¡ a12a211‚ = 0;
° = ‚+ a20a11 + a21 = 0; (K1)
– = 9a12a211 + 2a
4
11 + 9‚
2 + 27a03‚ = 0;
a03 = fi = fl = ° = 0; (K2)
a03 = a11 = a21 = 0; (K3)
a03 = a02 = a20 = a21 = 0; (K4)
where ‚ = a02a11 + 3a03. The above conditions were already recognized and used in
standard textbooks (see, for example, Nemytskii and Stepanov, 1960, p. 124). Recent
research interest and activity on Kukles’ system started in 1988, when Jin and this
author discovered, by using the methods of Gro˜bner bases and characteristic sets, the
following example
a20 6= 0; a11 = 0; a02 = ¡2a20; a30 = ¡a
2
20
3
;
a221 =
a420
2
; a12 = 0; a03 = ¡a213 ;
(JW)
which is not covered by Kukles’ conditions. Our computations suggested that, for this
example, the origin is a center and thus Kukles’ conditions are incomplete; the incom-
pleteness was soon conflrmed by Christopher and Lloyd (1990). Afterwards, several pa-
pers were published to give other examples towards establishing the complete conditions.
For instance, Christopher (1994) and Lloyd and Pearson (1992) found the following con-
ditions:
•1 = 81a320a02 ¡ 2(18a211r ¡ 4a411 ¡ 27a211a220 ¡ 81a420) = 0;
•2 = 9·a30 + 36a211r + 8a
4
11 + 90a
2
11a
2
20 + 243a
4
20 = 0;
•3 = ·a21 ¡ a20a11(27r ¡ 2a211 ¡ 9a220) = 0; (CLP)
•4 = 81a220·a12 + 2a
2
11(144a
2
11r ¡ 567a420 ¡ 270a211a220 + 243a220r ¡ 32a411) = 0;
•5 = 3·a03 + a11(a02· + 27a20r + 14a20a211 + 72a
3
20) = 0;
where
· = 16a211 + 81a
2
20;
•0 = 162a211r
2 ¡ (2a211 + 9a220)3 = 0;
a20a11 6= 0:
These conditions were obtained using heavy symbolic computations with systematic
search for invariant algebraic curves (an efiective technique for proving the su–ciency;
see Christopher, 1994 and Pearson et al., 1996).
On the other hand, the author was informed later by Jio bin Li from Kunming Institute
of Technology that the incompleteness of Kukles’ conditions was already pointed out by
Cherkas (1978). Cherkas studied Kukles’ system with a difierent approach and derived
the following set of conditions instead of (K1):
° = 0;
µ1 = 9(6a20a03 + a20a11a02 ¡ a21a02 ¡ a11a12 ¡ 2a30a11)¡ 2a311 = 0;
µ2 = 3(6a30a03 ¡ 3a220a03 + a30a11a02 + a20a02a21 + a20a12a11 ¡ a21a12 ¡ a30a21)
¡2a211a21 = 0; (C1)
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µ3 = 3(a30a21a02 ¡ 6a20a30a03 + a30a11a12 + a20a21a12)¡ 2a11a221 = 0;
µ4 = 9(a30a21a12 ¡ 3a230a03)¡ 2a321 = 0;
which contain the conditions (JW). He also proved that, for a03 = 0, his conditions
coincide with Kukles’.
3. Relations among Center Conditions
Center conditions may be derived by using difierent methods. Among the known con-
ditions, there appears to be some equivalent or containment relations which cannot be
observed without involving large computations. The computational tools we use to exam-
ine the relationship among difierent sets of conditions are irreducible zero decomposition,
algebraic variety decomposition and radical, ideal membership test based on characteris-
tic sets, triangular systems and Gro˜bner bases. Although we have also tried some Gro˜bner
bases computations in other packages, all the calculations reported in this paper were
performed in Maple V.3, running on a SUN SparcServer 690/51.
3.1. zero decomposition and variety decomposition
In what follows, Q denotes the fleld of rational numbers and k an extension fleld of Q .
Let x1 ` ¢ ¢ ¢ ` xn be n ordered variables. Any polynomial P 2 Q [x1; : : : ; xn] of degree
d in xk can be written in the form
P = Ixdk +R;
where I does not involve xk and the degree of R in xk is smaller than d; I and R are called
the leading coe–cient and reductum of P with respect to xk and denoted lcoef(P; xk)
and red(P; xk), respectively. If P 62 Q and k is the largest integer such that d > 0, then
I is called the initial of P .
Let P and Q be two sets of non-zero polynomials in Q [x1; : : : ; xn] and
Zero(P=Q) = f„x 2 kn j P („x ) = 0; Q(„x ) 6= 0; 8P 2 P; Q 2 Qg:
We write Zero(P=Q) for Zero(P=fQg), and Zero(P) for Zero(P=Q) when Q ‰ k .
Using Ritt{Wu’s method of characteristic sets (Wu, 1984) or the method proposed in
Wang (1993), one can compute for any given P a zero decomposition of the form
Zero(P) =
e[
i=1
Zero(Ti= ini(Ti)); (3.1)
where each Ti is an irreducible triangular set and ini(Ti) denotes the set of initials of the
polynomials in Ti.
Moreover, one can construct from each Ti, by computing Gro˜bner bases (Buchberger,
1985), a flnite set Pi of polynomials, called a prime basis of Ti, such that
Zero(P) =
e[
i=1
Zero(Pi); (3.2)
where each Pi deflnes an irreducible algebraic variety (see Wang, 1992). Zero decom-
position (3.1) is not unique in general, while the variety decomposition (3.2) can be
made unique by removing all redundant components. The reader may consult the above-
mentioned references for relevant terminologies and details of the concrete algorithms.
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A variety decomposition of the form (3.2) for Cherkas’ conditions (C1) is what we need
in the following subsections. Zero decomposition is an efiective strategy, according to our
experience, used to achieve variety decompositions and to examine relationships among
center conditions. This is partly due to the e–ciency of zero decomposition algorithms
and the fact that center conditions may involve polynomial inequations (in addition to
equations).
Note that any triangular set can be written in the following form
T = [T1(x1; : : : ; xp1); : : : ; Tr(x1; : : : ; xpr )];
where 0 < p1 < ¢ ¢ ¢ < pr • n and xpi is the leading variable of Ti; the variables other
than xp1 ; : : : ; xpr are called the parameters of T.
Denote by prem(P;Q; x) the pseudo-remainder of any polynomial P with respect to
another non-zero polynomial Q in x. The pseudo-remainder of P with respect to T is
deflned as
prem(P;T) = prem(¢ ¢ ¢prem(P; Tr; xpr ); : : : ; T1; xp1):
In general, the initial of Ti is a polynomial in x1; : : : ; xpi¡1. Let T be irreducible; then
there is an algorithm that permits us to compute another irreducible triangular set T⁄
from T such that T⁄ and T have the same set of parameters, the initial of each polynomial
T ⁄i in T⁄ involves only the parameters (without the leading variables xp1 ; : : : ; xpi¡1), and
T ⁄i difiers from Ti only by a non-zero factor in the extension fleld Q(x1; : : : ; xpi¡1), where
xp1 ; : : : ; xpi¡1 are considered as algebraic elements deflned successively by the minimal
polynomials T1; : : : ; Ti¡1. Clearly, T⁄ and T also have the same set of generic zeroes. The
process of computing T⁄ from T is called normalization; see Wang (1999) for two slightly
difierent normalization algorithms and other technical details about triangular sets.
3.2. irreducible decomposition of Cherkas’ conditions
One of our purposes is to examine the relationship between (K1) and (C1). For this,
we flrst compute an irreducible decomposition of the algebraic variety deflned by (C1).
Let P = f°; µ1; : : : ; µ4g and the variables be ordered as !1 : a21 ` a11 ` a30 ` a20 `
a03 ` a02 ` a12. Under !1, P can be decomposed (by using the algorithm described in
Wang, 1993) into nine irreducible triangular sets Ti such that
Zero(P) =
9[
i=1
Zero(Ti= ini(Ti));
where
T1 = [9a211a330 + 2a221a211a30 + 2a421; a21a11a20 ¡ a211a30 + a221; °; µ1];
T2 = [729a630 + 81a211a530 ¡ 243a221a430 + 36a221a211a330 + 4a421a211a30 + 4a621;
I2a20 + 2a21a11(81a430 + 27a
2
11a
3
30 ¡ 9a221a230 ¡ 2a221a211a30 ¡ 6a421)a30;
T3; °; µ1];
T3 = [a21; a11; a03];
T4 = [a21; a30; a20; a11a02 + 3a03; 9a12 + 2a211];
T5 = [a21; a30; 9a220 + 2a211; a11a02 + 3a03 + a11a20;¡9a11a12 + 9a11a20a02
+54a20a03 ¡ 2a311];
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T6 = [a11; 9a230 + a221; a20; 3a03 + a21; a02; a12 + 3a30];
T7 = [a11; 9a230 ¡ 2a221; a220 + 3a30; 3a03 + a21; a02 + 2a20; a12 + 2a220 + 6a30];
T8 = [32a811 + 981a221a411 ¡ 324a421; T; 729a321a20 ¡ 64a711 ¡ 2034a221a311; T3; °; µ1];
T9 = [4a811 + 36a221a411 ¡ 81a421; T; 1114656730a511a20 ¡ 2077680789a221a11a20
+1576363572a21a411 ¡ 2938274496a321; T3; °; µ1];
and
T = ¡(128a1211 ¡ 2430a221a811 + 6885a421a411 ¡ 8748a621)a211a30
+3a221(972a
6
21 ¡ 675a411a421 + 570a811a221 ¡ 80a1211);
T3 = I3a03 + 9a311a
3
20 + 27a
3
11a30a20 + 2a
5
11a20 + 4a21a
4
11 + 9a
3
21;
I2 = 81a211a
5
30 ¡ 54a221a211a330 ¡ 18a421a230 + 4a621;
I3 = 27(a21a11a20 ¡ a211a30 + a221):
The irreducible subvarieties of Zero(P) are to be acquired by computing the prime bases
of Ti as indicated in the preceding subsection. Fortunately, for i = 6; : : : ; 9, the num-
ber of polynomials in Ti is greater than that in P and thus the variety deflned by any
prime basis of Ti is a redundant component (i.e. it is contained in another subvari-
ety) in the decomposition corresponding to (3.2) according to the a–ne dimension the-
orem in algebraic geometry; so there is no need to consider the prime bases of such
Ti.
Let Vi be a prime basis of Ti (that is actually a plex Gro˜bner basis) under the variable
ordering !1 for i = 3; 4; 5. Note that plex stands for purely lexicographical term ordering.
Obviously, T3 already deflnes an irreducible variety, so V3 = T3. It remains to determine
the prime bases from T1;T2;T4 and T5 according to Wang (1992). One may flnd that
V4 = T4 and V5 is the same as the set obtained by replacing the last polynomial in T5
with
9a12 + 9a20a02 ¡ 2a211:
A prime basis of T1, that is a plex Gro˜bner basis, under !1 contains 20 polynomials. To
reduce the number of elements, we convert this prime basis into another plex Gro˜bner
basis with respect to the variable ordering !2 : a20 ` a11 ` a02 ` a30 ` a21 ` a12 ` a03.
The new basis V1 consists of 10 polynomials as follows
V1 =
2666666666666666666664
81a330 + 72a
2
11a
2
30 + 16a
4
11a30 + 90a
2
20a
2
11a30 + 4a
2
20a
4
11 + 18a
4
20a
2
11;
6a20a211a21 + 9a
3
20a21 ¡ 9a11a230 ¡ 4a311a30 + 9a220a11a30 + 2a220a311 + 9a420a11;
9a30a21 + 4a211a21 + 9a
2
20a21 + 18a20a11a30 + 2a20a
3
11 + 9a
3
20a11;
a221 + a20a11a21 ¡ a211a30;
9a320a12 ¡ 6a20a11a02a21 ¡ 12a220a11a21 + 9a02a230 + 18a20a230 + 4a211a02a30
¡9a220a02a30 + 8a20a211a30 ¡ 2a220a211a02 ¡ 2a320a211;
9a11a12 + 9a02a21 + 18a20a21 + 18a11a30 + 9a20a11a02 + 2a311 + 18a
2
20a11;
9a30a12 + 9a220a12 ¡ 4a11a02a21 ¡ 8a20a11a21 + 18a230 ¡ 9a20a02a30 + 2a211a30
¡2a20a211a02 ¡ 2a220a211;
9a21a12¡6a211a21¡18a220a21 + 9a11a02a30¡18a20a11a30¡4a20a311¡18a320a11;
81a212 + 81a20a02a12 ¡ 162a220a12 + 108a11a02a21 + 216a20a11a21 ¡ 324a230
¡81a202a30 + 162a20a02a30 ¡ 72a211a30 + 54a20a211a02 ¡ 4a411 + 36a220a211;
°
3777777777777777777775
;
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where ° is as in (K1) of Section 2. The variable ordering !2 as well as !1 has been chosen
without any special reason other than several trials so that the computations become
possible and the outputs are more legible.
As for T2, the case is di–cult. Let Ti denote the ith polynomial of T2 and Ii the initial
of Ti for 1 • i • 5. The non-constant initials are
I2; I3; and I4 = I5 = a11:
Thus, it is necessary to determine a prime basis from T2 by computing the Gro˜bner basis
of the enlarged polynomial set T2 [ fz1I4 ¡ 1; z2I3 ¡ 1; z3I2 ¡ 1g or T2 [ fzI2I3I4 ¡ 1g,
for example, under an elimination term ordering with aij ` zk or aij ` z. Nonetheless,
the Gro˜bner basis cannot be easily computed in any case. We have tried some of the
most powerful Gro˜bner bases packages without success. For this reason, we normalize
T2 to obtain another triangular set T⁄2: it is obtained from T2 by replacing T2 and T3,
respectively, with
T ⁄2 = ¡4a321a11a20 + 81a430 + 9a211a330 ¡ 9a221a230 + 6a221a211a30 ¡ 2a421;
T ⁄3 = 972a
7
21a03 + 729(2a
4
11 + 27a
2
21)a
2
11a
5
30 + 81(2a
8
11 + 9a
2
21a
4
11 ¡ 81a421)a430
¡648a221(a411 + 9a221)a211a330 + 9a221(8a811 + 180a221a411 + 81a421)a230
¡36a421(2a411 + 27a221)a211a30 + 2a421(4a811 + 90a221a411 + 243a421):
Without entering into details of the normalization algorithm, we explain how the poly-
nomials T ⁄2 and T
⁄
3 may be produced. Let res(P;Q; x) denote the resultant of P and Q
with respect to x. Compute polynomials Q2; Q3 and R2; R3 such that
Q2I2 +HT1 = R2 = res(I2; T1; a30);
Q3I3 +H1T1 +H2T2 = R3 = res(res(I3; T2; a20); T1; a30)
for some polynomials H;H1; H2. Then, T ⁄2 is obtained from
prem(R2a20 +Q2 red(T2; a20); T1; a30)
by removing some factors involving a21 and a11, and so is T ⁄3 from
prem(prem(R3a03 +Q3 red(T3; a03); T ⁄2 ; a20); T1; a30):
From the above calculations, one sees that T ⁄2 difiers from T2 only by a non-zero factor
in Q(a12; a11; a30), and so does T ⁄3 from T3 by a non-zero factor in Q(a12; a11; a30; a20),
where a30 and a20 are adjoined as algebraic elements by the minimal polynomials T1
and T2, respectively. It follows that T⁄2 and T2 have the same set of generic zeroes, so
the prime bases constructed from them deflne the same irreducible algebraic variety. T⁄2
possesses the property that the initials of its polynomials only involve the parameters
a21 and a11.
A prime basis of T⁄2 can be easily determined by computing the corresponding Gro˜bner
basis with respect to the variable ordering !1 or !2. The (plex Gro˜bner) basis under !2
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contains nine elements and is as follows
V2 =
266666666666666664
81a320a
2
02 + 16a
4
11a02 + 108a
2
20a
2
11a02 + 324a
4
20a02 + 20a20a
4
11 + 144a
3
20a
2
11
+324a520;
144a211a30 + 729a
2
20a30 + 81a
3
20a02 + 16a
4
11 + 144a
2
20a
2
11 + 405a
4
20;
4a02a30 + 5a20a30 + a220a02 + a
3
20;
4a11a21 + 27a20a30 + 2a20a211 + 9a
3
20;
18a02a21 + 36a20a21 ¡ 18a11a30 + 9a20a11a02 ¡ 2a311;
972a20a30a21 + 324a320a21 ¡ 1296a11a230 ¡ 405a220a11a30 + 81a320a11a02
+16a511 + 108a
2
20a
3
11 + 243a
4
20a11;
144a221 + 1296a
2
30 ¡ 81a220a30 ¡ 81a320a02 ¡ 16a411 ¡ 144a220a211 ¡ 405a420;
6a12 + 18a30 + 3a20a02 + 2a211 + 12a
2
20;
°
377777777777777775
:
It is easy to verify that all the polynomials in V1 have pseudo-remainder 0 with respect
to T4 and T5, so both Zero(V4) and Zero(V5) are subvarieties of Zero(V1). Therefore, the
variety deflned by P is decomposed into three irreducible subvarieties deflned by V1;V2
and V3. Symbolically,
Zero(P) = Zero(V1) [ Zero(V2) [ Zero(V3); (3.3)
where Zero(Vi) is irreducible for i = 1; 2; 3.
3.3. examination of relationship
For Kukles’ system, one can easily verify that the third set of conditions (K3) is
contained in both (K1) and (K2), so it is redundant. The variety deflned by (K1) can
also be easily decomposed (under the variable ordering !2 or !1 for instance) into two
irreducible components, of which one is equivalent to V1 = 0, and so is the other to
V3 = 0. Here, fV1; : : : ; Vsg = 0 means that V1 = 0; : : : ; Vs = 0, and V3 = 0 coincides
with (K3). Thus, it follows from (3.3) that the third component of new conditions in (C1)
is given by V2 = 0. The following calculations and reasoning examine the relationship
between this set of conditions and (CLP).
Refer to the polynomials in (CLP) of Section 2 and let P• = f•0; : : : ; •5g. Computing a
characteristic set of P• (Wu, 1984) or a triangular series of [P•; fa20; a11; ·g] (Wang, 1993)
with respect to the variable ordering !2 ` r (r being a new variable introduced by
•0 = 0), one may flnd that
Zero(P•=a20a11·) = Zero(T•=a20a11·)
with T• = [ „T1; : : : ; „T6], where „T1, „T2 and „T3 are identical to the flrst, the second and the
fourth polynomial in V2, „T5 = °, and
„T4 = 243a320a12 + 2(16a
2
11 + 27a
2
20)a11a21 ¡ 4a20(2a211 + 9a220)a211;
„T6 = ¡27a20a11r + 3(2a211 + 27a220)a21 + a20(2a211 + 9a220)a11:
On the other hand, the normal form of „T4 modulo the Gro˜bner basis V2 is 0 (see
Buchberger, 1985, for the deflnition and computation of normal forms), and all the poly-
nomials in V2 have pseudo-remainder 0 with respect to T•. Hence,
Zero(V2=a20a11·) = Zero([ „T1; : : : ; „T5]=a20a11·):
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Let a stand for (a20; a11; a02; a30; a21; a12; a03). It follows that
Zero(V2=a20a11·) = fa j (a ; r) 2 Zero(P•=a20a11·)g:
This shows that the conditions
V2 = 0; a20a11· 6= 0
are equivalent to (CLP) with · 6= 0. Note that · 6= 0 is implied by a20a11 6= 0 over the
fleld of real numbers. Therefore, (CLP) is a subset of (C1) and thus a rediscovery of
Cherkas’ conditions.
V2 = 0 simplifles to the center conditions (JW) and
a20 = a11 = a30 = a21 = a12 = a03 = 0 (3.4)
when a11 = 0, and to the conditions (3.4) and
a20 = a02 = a21 = a12 = a03 = 0; 9a30 + a211 = 0 (K0)
when a20 = 0. Conditions (3.4) are contained in Kukles’ conditions (K1), (K2) and (K3),
and so are (K0) in (K4). As a consequence, all the center conditions for Kukles’ system
discovered by Christopher, Lloyd, Pearson, Jin and the author are already covered by
the conditions V2 = 0. In summary, we have the following.
Theorem. The set of center conditions (C1) holds ifi one of the following four sets of
conditions holds: (K0), (K1), (JW) and (CLP).
Therefore, the three sets of conditions (C1), (K2) and (K4) cover all the known center
conditions for Kukles’ system.
Our computational approach has led to the independent discovery of the incomplete-
ness of Kukles’ conditions and the non-trivial relations among the difierent sets of center
conditions known so far. The derivations in this section show that this work depends
heavily on the systematic use of elimination methods and computer algebra systems.
Having Cherkas’ conditions (C1) does not prevent one from investigating Kukles’ sys-
tem further. This is because there are doubts about Cherkas’ method. The author found
that some conditions derived by him for other difierential systems also appear to be
incomplete. The incompleteness has been conflrmed by Lloyd and Pearson (1994). In
fact, the Kukles’ problem is a recent source that has stimulated a lot of research interest
and progress on center conditions and bifurcation of limit cycles, and in particular the
extensive work done in Lloyd’s group.
4. Generation of Polynomial Systems
This section aims to brie°y explain how to reduce the derivation of necessary conditions
for a critical point to be a center to a problem of polynomial elimination; it is done by
means of computing so-called Liapunov constants according to a classical method (see, for
example, Wang, 1991). The problem is turned into simplifying, solving and decomposing
polynomial systems formed by the Liapunov constants. In particular, we shall provide
information about the size of the polynomial systems generated from Kukles’ difierential
system.
As in Wang (1991), one can compute a locally positive polynomial L(x; y) and poly-
nomials v3; v5; : : : ; v2j+1; : : : in the coe–cients aij of Q(x; y), such that the difierential of
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L(x; y) along orbits of (1.2) is of the form
dL(x; y)
dt
= v3y4 + v5y6 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ v2j+1y2j+2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ ;
where v2j+1 is called the jth Liapunov constant for system (1.2). A program named
DEMS was implemented in Fortran, Scratchpad II and Maple for computing Liapunov
constants from any difierential systems of center and focus type (Wang, 1989). Note in
passing that Liapunov constants are also useful for other investigations in the qualitative
theory of difierential equations such as stability analysis and construction of limit cycles.
The origin is a center for (1.2) ifi
v3 = v5 = ¢ ¢ ¢ = v2j+1 = ¢ ¢ ¢ = 0:
The necessary and su–cient conditions given in this way require inflnitely many equations
v2j+1 = 0; j = 1; 2; : : : in a flnite number of indeterminates. By Hilbert’s basis theorem,
the polynomial ideal generated by v3; v5; : : : ; v2j+1; : : : in Q [a ] has flnite bases (recall
that the sequence of variables a is given in Subsection 3.3). Hence there exists an integer
N such that v3; v5; : : : ; v2N+1 form such a basis, but we do not know any upper bound
for N .
Computationally, one takes a suitable integer N , forms the polynomial set
PN = fv3; v5; : : : ; v2N+1g;
and simplifles or solves PN = 0 to obtain the necessary conditions for the origin to
be a center. The su–ciency of the conditions, i.e. PN = 0 implies that v2j+1 = 0 for
all j > N , is proved separately using, for instance, the classical criteria of symmetry
and divergence conditions (Nemytskii and Stepanov, 1960), systematic search of invari-
ant algebraic curves (Christopher, 1994; Pearson et al., 1996), and other sophisticated
mathematical techniques.
It still seems unknown whether (C1), (K2) and (K4) cover all the center conditions for
Kukles’ system. According to Theorem 4.1 in Lloyd and Pearson (1992) and the result of
the previous section, there are no center conditions of positive dimension other than (C1),
(K2) and (K4) for Kukles’ system. In fact, Lloyd and Pearson conjectured that there are
no other center conditions at all. The di–culties of searching for the complete conditions
are caused by the involved large-scale polynomial computations. Despite this, one often
gets encouraged by seeing some hope to flnd new conditions when coming to manipulate
the polynomials, which are large and appear to follow some bizarre yet regular patterns.
The flrst Liapunov constant for Kukles’ system is v3 = °=3. To simplify calculations,
we replace a21 in (2.1) by
¡(3a03 + a11a02 + a11a20):
Then v3 = 0 and the next eight Liapunov constants, computed by DEMS, may be char-
acterized as follows:
v5 v7 v9 v11 v13 v15 v17 v19
No. of terms 13 49 131 292 577 1046 1775 2859
Total degree 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
MaxLIC 2 4 6 9 13 17 22 27
where MaxLIC stands for Maximum Length of Integer Coe–cients. These polynomi-
als are made available in Maple format via the World Wide Web from http://www-
leibniz.imag.fr/ATINF/Dongming.Wang/PEAA/Wang.html. The Kukles’ problem is par-
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tially reduced to simplifying the conditions given by PN = 0 and examining their rela-
tionships with the existing center conditions.
5. Decomposition of Polynomial Systems
From the known center conditions for Kukles’ system, one sees that the algebraic
variety Zero(PN ) should become reducible for a su–ciently large N . So a natural idea
is to decompose PN into irreducible components. However, straightforward application
of the previously mentioned elimination algorithms to PN would fail due to the size of
the polynomials in PN . The reducibility occurs and thus splitting PN into subsystems
becomes possible as N increases. When splitting happens, one gets smaller subsystems
and thus the involved computations become easier. Unfortunately, the size of v2N+1
expands rapidly as N increases. So a large N would cause problems as well. We decide
to take N = 7, which is considered moderate.
5.1. interactive elimination
Following some of the steps suggested by Ma and Ning (1996), one may start by
computing the pseudo-remainders
u2j+1 = prem(v2j+1; v5; a30); j = 3; : : : ; 7;
f j¡21 „2j+1 = prem(u2j+1; u7; a12); j = 4; : : : ; 7;
a03f
2
1 f
2
2 f4w9 = prem(u7; „9; a12);
a03f1f
2
2 f4w2j+1 = prem(„2j+1; „9; a12); j = 5; 6; 7;
where
f1 = lcoef(v5; a30) = ¡9a03 + 4a11a02 + 5a20a11;
f2 = lcoef(u7; a12)=2; f3 = lcoef(„9; a12);
f4 = 243a303 + 243a11a02a
2
03 + 81a
2
11a
2
02a03 + 12a
4
11a03 + 9a
3
11a
3
02 + 4a
5
11a02 + 2a20a
5
11:
The factors f2 and f3 consist of 10 and 163 terms, respectively. The polynomials „2j+1
and w2j+1 are too large to be reproduced here; they can be recomputed from the v’s by
pseudo-division and removal of the factors f1; : : : ; f4 (instead of factorization that may
take too much time). Let
Q1 = fv7; : : : ; v15; f1; red(v5; a30)g;
Q2 = fv5; u9; : : : ; u15; f2; red(u7; a12)g;
Q3 = fv5; u7; „11; „13; „15; f3; red(„9; a12)g;
Q4 = fv5; „9; a03g;
Q5 = fv5; „9; f4g;
Q6 = fv5; „9; w9; : : : ; w15g:
Then
Zero(P7) = Zero(Q1) [ Zero(fv5; u7; : : : ; u15g=f1)
= Zero(Q1) [ Zero(Q2=f1) [ Zero(fv5; „9; : : : ; „15g=f1f2)
= Zero(Q1) [ Zero(Q2=f1) [ Zero(Q3=f1f2) [
Zero(Q4=f1f2f3) [ Zero(Q5=a03f1f2f3) [ Zero(Q6=a03f1f2f3f4):
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We have tried to decompose each of the six subsystems of P7 by our implementations
of the algorithms described in Wang (1993) and Wu (1984), and did not succeed for the
flrst three and the last. For the fourth, the following irreducible decomposition may be
obtained
Zero(Q4=f1f2f3) = Zero(~T4=f1f2f3I);
where
~T4 = [a03; 2a02a12 + a20a12 + a302 + a20a202;¡a30 + a202 + a20a02]
and I = 2a02 + a20. A prime basis of ~T4 corresponds to Kukles’ second set of conditions
(K2) with its subset (K3) excluded. The polynomial set Q5 is already an irreducible
triangular set, whose prime basis corresponds to Kukles’ flrst set of conditions (K1) with
(K3) excluded.
For Q6, the four polynomials w9; : : : ; w15 in a20; a11; a02; a03 have the following char-
acteristics:
w9 w11 w13 w15
No. of terms 458 539 1102 1946
Total degree 26 28 36 44
MaxLIC 16 18 24 32
They are also available via the World Wide Web from the above-mentioned URL. Direct
decomposition for Q6 appears to be much beyond the capability of our current imple-
mentations of the elimination methods.
It is surprising that the normal forms of all the six polynomials in Q6 modulo V2 are
0! This implies that
Zero(V2) ‰ Zero(Q6);
and thus the algebraic variety deflned by Q6 = 0 has dimension greater than or equal to 2
(not 0). None of a03; f1; : : : ; f4 has normal form 0 modulo V2, so Q6 = 0; a03f1 ¢ ¢ ¢ f4 6= 0
are likely to lead to the conditions V2 = 0. However,
Zero(Q6) 6‰ Zero(V2):
This can be checked up by taking some specialized values for the variables, e.g. a20 = 1
and a11 = 0.
5.2. open challenge
The author began studying Kukles’ system about 10 years ago and could not go on
in the later 1980s due to computational obstacles encountered. We now return to the
problem with the hope that the advances of computer algorithms, software and hardware
of a decade could permit us to flgure out the complete center conditions in some way.
This paper reports some of our recent investigations which indicate that the problem is
still computationally hard and remains for further attack.
For solving the Kukles’ problem and for testing the capability of elimination algorithms
and software tools, we propose the following as an open challenge.
(1) Decompose the polynomial set Q1 and systems [Q2; ff1g], [Q3; ff1; f2g], [Q6; fa03,
f1; : : : ; f4g] into triangular systems.
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(2) Decompose the algebraic variety deflned by P7 = 0 into irreducible components,
using or without using the interactive steps given in the preceding subsection.
(3) Verify Kukles’ conditions for the case of degree 5 (Kukles, 1944b).
The author is willing to provide other information related to these problems and wel-
comes comments, suggestions and solutions from interested readers. We hope to settle
the classical Kukles’ problem with the aid of most advanced computing technologies and
contributions from experts on polynomial elimination.
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